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Abstract. Service selection is a central challenge not only in the context of a
Service Oriented Architecture and SaaS (Software as a Service) but also in social Web. Once functionally sufficient services have been selected, a further selection based on non-functional properties (NFPs) becomes essential in meeting
the requirements and preferences expressed by users’ communities. Moreover,
communities can dynamically be created and services can at run time be associated. This paper aims to propose an overview of research works in (dynamic)
services selection and focuses on social Web. Finally, it aims defining an approach for service allocation “on the fly” according to dynamic creation of social Web communities.

1 Introduction
Social networking facilitates communication between peers, experience/content sharing, polling, community creation and profile-based advertisement. Social networking
can be considered as one of the main Web2.0 achievements in the Internet; applications such as Facebook1, Flickr2 and LinkedIn3 are successful examples of social networks with hundred millions of users. Social networks can also be helpful in the occasions such as collaborative work, knowledge sharing, learning, etc. Setup of social
networks for such events should be fast, spontaneous, with minimum configuration
and infrastructure, scalable and customized. Mostly, communities are static but
Communities creation has to be dynamic to fit to users’ needs and aims which are
changing at any time. Moreover, communities are linked to resources such as services
available to communities’ members.
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) promises the ready creation of applications
composed of dynamically selected components. However, service selection also implies an established level of trust between these components: the consumer trusts the
service to provide the necessary functionality as well as quality. Current techniques
for publishing and finding services (such as the Web Services Description Language
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(WSDL)4 and universal description, discovery, and integration (UDDI)5) rely on static
descriptions of service interfaces, forcing consumers to find and bind services at design time. Such techniques don’t address runtime service selection based on a dynamic assessment of non-functional attributes, collectively known as quality of service.
In this paper, we propose a state of the art of services selection, and then, we focus
on social Web. Even if Web service selection and adaptability is not a new research
topic, we believe a new approach has to be defined in the context of social Web. As a
first step of our research approach, we aim finding a suitable architecture to support
dynamic service selection and adaptation at run time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduced the concept of Web service. State of the art on Web services selection is given in section 3.
Section 4 describes our approach for service allocation “on the fly” according to dynamic creation of social Web communities. Conclusion and future works are given in
section 5.

2 Web Service
Web services6 (WS), like any other middleware technologies, aim to provide mechanisms to bridge heterogeneous platforms, allowing data to flow across various programs [21]. The WS technology looks very similar to what most middleware technologies looks like. Consequently, each WS has an Interface Definition Language, namely WSDL, that is responsible for the message payload, itself described with the equally famous protocol SOAP7 (Object Access Protocol), while data structures are explained by XML8 (eXtended Markup Language). Very often, WS are stored in UDDI
registry.

3 Service Selection Overview
3.1

Web Service Selection

Web service selection is a complex process, in which the service that best satisfies
user preferences is selected from a set of candidate services, usually returned from a
service discovery process based on specific user requirements [23]. With the exponential growth of services, the selection based on the functional properties, presents a
lack. In fact, the user must choose a service among several similar services (sometimes identical) which offer semantically the same functionalities. The approaches for
WSs selection according to non-functional descriptions are numerous and can be classified into three broad categories:
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─ Semantic based approaches,
─ Graphical and Analytical Modeling Based Approaches,
─ Social Based Approaches.
Semantic based approaches are mainly based on WSs semantic description to define
the non-functional properties. Initially it was important to specify the non-functional
properties ontology of the service and an appropriate vocabulary using a WS ontology
model. However, WSMO9 for example, defines a model of non-functional properties,
but to our opinion, not enough flexible. Wang et al. propose in [24] the WSMO-QoS
which is a complementary ontology, in order to provide more details on the nonfunctional aspects of WSs and make the model of non-functional properties extensible. Other approaches are interested in WS registries and propose an extension of the
UDDI to allow the expression of non-functional properties. For instance, in [1], the
authors propose a WS Quality of Service Manager (WS-QoSMan). This manager
presents the model of non-functional properties which allow sending back the
measures of WSs non-functional properties.
Graphical and Analytical Modeling Based approaches for WS selection use
proved algorithms, pulled from operational research or graph theory. For instance, in
[4], the proposed approach is based on the utility theory. The authors use a clustering
method (K-mean) to partition the candidate services into k clusters. The utility function for a service uses its non-functional attributes and the number of services belonging to the cluster of the studied service.
Jaeger and Muhl [10] propose also an heuristic based approach. Their approach is
based on genetic algorithms. They use a model of non-functional properties. This
model aims to aggregate the non-functional properties of individual services to define
the non-functional property of the composition, by using a workflow manager. Generally, the approaches based on a graphical modeling propose solutions of WSs selection that ensure the overall quality of the composition. The Measures of nonfunctional properties are offset between services of the composition.
Social Based approach is presented in following section.
3.2

Social Web Service Selection

3.2.1 Social Networks Overview

According to [18], the concept of “the virtual community” had been introduced in
Howard Rheingold’s landmark novel by the same name [9], though he would later
suggest the term “online social network”. Researchers use quite a number of terms,
which are related to social networking sites:
─ Internet Social Networking, which can be understood as the phenomenon of Social
Networking on the Internet. Hence, the concept subsumes all activities by Internet
users with regard to extending or maintaining their social network [17].
─ Social Web sites, defined as those Web sites that make it possible for people to
form online communities, and share user-created contents [13].
─ Social networking services, are online communities that focus on bringing togeth
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er people with similar interests or who are interested in exploring the interests and
activities of others [15]. Currently most popular definition is one proposed by
Boyd and Ellison in [6]. They define Social Network Sites as “web-based services
that allow individuals to: (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a
bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system.
Moreover, SIOC10 (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities) project provides a
semantic Web ontology for representing rich data from the social Web in RDF
(Resource Description Framework). SIOC is used to describe objects commonly used
on social networking sites and their relationship. It reuses the objects defined in other
ontologies like FOAF11 (Friend Of A Friend) for expressing personal profile and social networking information, SKOS12 (Simple Knowledge Organization System) to
describe the content, Dublin Core13 and RSS (Really Simple Syndication).
3.2.2 Selection

Identifying the set of resources that are expected to receive the majority of requests in
the near future is at the basis of most content management strategies of any Webbased service. Social service selection is defined as finding the desired WSs by using
information from other users based on their experiences [5]. Social service selection,
sometimes referred to as social navigation, is characterized by its personalization, or
how people act within a space, and dynamism [7]. According to Singh and Huhns
[20], social-based service selection has three main approaches:
─ Recommendations based approaches
─ Reputation based approaches
─ Referral based approaches
Using collaborative-based filtering in WS selection is a new emerging trend; most of
WS recommendation approaches use WS ratings based on “subjective opinions” of
service consumers [19]. In [16], Metrouh et al. proposed in addition to the collaboration-based associations to build Web services communities, recommendation-based
associations to define a Web services discovery process. A collaborative filtering
based recommender system can make good quality recommendations when the system has enough required data. But the lack of data generates two problems such as
cold-start and data sparseness [2].
Reputation reflects what is generally believed about an entity character or behavior [12]. A reputation system collects, distributes, and aggregates feedback from other
members about each member past behavior. Reputation systems have been used to
predict the trustworthiness of service providers [11]. With automated ratings likely to
be used with WSs, elicitation problems may still exist due to privacy issues [14], or
disinterested users.
The referral approach is characterized by an agent A querying about a service to
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another agent B among its neighbors. Moreover, each agent maintains expertise and
sociability about other agents [20]. Expertise is the ability of an agent to perform a
service while the sociability is the ability of an agent to refer other accurate agents.
These two factors are updated and based on service ratings [5].
3.3

Dynamic Services Selection and Adaptation

Some research works use Aspects to adapt WSs. Ferraz Tomaz et al. [14] proposed a
tool to dynamically weave aspects to WSs. Ben Hmida et al. [3] extended the solution
to adapt BPEL on run time.
OSGi14 (Open Services Gateway initiative) is a Java-Based platform, consisting of
three major inseparable components: the Framework, the Life Cycle Model and the
Service Registry. OSGi is a famous dynamically adaptable service-oriented architecture which can be viewed as a service based middleware supporting dynamic Web
services selection and adaptation. Bundles are packages of functionality that consist
the building blocks of OSGi. It can, enclose WSs; it can become part of a bigger SOA
with bundles as Web Services. OSGi proposes a specific bundle to support ontologies.
SUPER15 thus proposes to combine semantic Web services and Business processes in order to create one consolidated technology, termed semantic Business Process
Management (SBPM) [25], which would support both agile process implementation
and sophisticated process management through knowledge driven queries issued to
the business process space in the form of logical expressions. SUPER is based on
three levels: business level (strategic and operational), technical level (processes,
services and implementation). The proposed architecture is based on Web Service
Ontology (WSMO16) and Web Service modelling Language (WSML17). Web Service
Execution environment (WSMX18) is considered as a service Broker in Semantically
Enabled Service Oriented Architecture (SESA for short) [22].
Moreover, some questions remain unaddressed like: (1) how to dynamically create
a user community in a social network. (2) How to dynamically allocate a WS to a user
community. (3) How to maintain social networks to reflect changes in Web services.
(4) How to capture these changes and (5) how to navigate through these networks to
dynamically select the desired WSs.
In this paper, as a first step in our research work, we aim to propose an architecture to support dynamic service selection and adaptation.

4 Proposed Architecture
The new approach architecture (Figure 1) presents several linked platforms such as:
the Web semantic based platform and the OSGi platform.
14
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Fig. 1. Architecture for WSs dynamic allocation.

The Web semantic platform is based on ESA framework and SUPER architecture.
It can include WSMX broker. The Web semantic platform is divided into several
modules:
─ Platform based services which includes Semantic Based Process composition,
discovery and reasoned, but also, process and data mediation and Transformation.
─ Execution module: the use of semantic WSs provides the flexibility required in the
execution phase. At runtime goals can be bound to specific semantic WSs selected
on the basis of the existing conditions and informed by contextual knowledge,
which includes monitoring data.
─ Tooling to support modeling and supervision: The Modeling Tool accesses the
BPL to store and retrieve process artefacts. The supervision Tool is used at the execution phase, allowing users to manage the lifecycle of components and processes, and in the Analysis phase, where it offers a view into the execution environment.
─ Repositories required to manage mediation: several repositories that store information valid with the ontological stack are used: (1) The Business Processes Repository is a shared database of information on business processes. It supports the
basic operations on modeling artifacts like addition, update, retrieval and removal.
(2) The Execution History Repository captures audit trails and additional information for supporting business process analysis. (3) The Semantic SWs Repository stores descriptions of Semantic WSs.
─ Social Web Ontologies including FOAF and SIOC but also a contextual ontology
and social profile ontology, which we have to define, are built upon the use of the
WSMO, as the core Semantic Web Services conceptualization and WSML as the
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family of representation languages supporting the specification of ontologies,
goals, Web services and mediators.
The interoperability between SUPER and OSGi allows us connecting the two platforms. So, OSGi can allow dynamic selection and adaptation of services which can be
provided from different service providers. We are convinced SUPER can be considered as an OSGi bundle specifically used to manage ontologies.

5 Conclusions and Future Works
This paper aims to propose an overview of research works in (dynamic) services selection and focuses on social Web. We proposed an architecture for service allocation
“on the fly” according to dynamic creation of social Web communities. This architecture is based on the interaction between a Web semantic platform and OSGi via
remote services hosted on servers on a Cloud mode.
This work is a first architectural proposal. We aim to improve our state of the art
about dynamic selection and adaptation on semantic Web services and specifically in
social semantic Web services. We have to compare and to test the different studied
architectures, and so, to prove our current approach is the suitable one. Then, we have
to define what is context and social Web profile ontologies. We shall implement and
test the architecture with concrete case study.
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